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Installation Manual for Metal Roof
on a Gable Roof Pavilion
1. The first step will be to install the drip edge. You
have to cut these to length. Fasten with one 1" screw.
If you have staples or nails, that would be the proper
way to fasten. Fasten one every 16".

2. Once you have all drip edges fastened, put the
rubber enclosure on. Keep it up about 11/2" to 2" from
bottom of drip edge. This will just paste on. Do not
stretch it too hard. The ribs have to line up with the
rib of tin.

3. Installing the tin starting at one end. There will be
an overlap and underlap on the tin. The underlap will
have a small flange on. Always start with the overlap
on the end of pavilion. Keep the bottom of tin flush
with drip edge. Fasten with the 1" screws. You do not
have to fasten way on the outside because the gable
rake will hold that down. The first piece will have
three screws at every lath. Make sure the first piece
gets put on square or there will be a problem.

4. Continue with second piece. It just sits right on top
of last rib. When you come to the last piece, you have
to cut it to size.
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5. Once you have all tin installed, fasten the gable
trim. These you have to the angles on the top.
Fasten with one 1" screw into fascia and one 1"
screw into every lath on other side.

6. Continue with other side. Just butt them
together and fasten.

7. When you have all four pieces of rake installed,
put the ridge cap on this. You will want to put
closure foam on before installing. Peel the plastic
off the back then it will just stick to cap.

8. Fasten cap with one 11/2" screw every 24" on
both sides.
You have now completed your project.

